The Schur multiplicator Hfi of a (finite) metacyclic group G is computed with the help of the Lyndon spectral sequence. The order of Hfi is a useful invariant of G. A metacyclic group with vanishing Schur multiplicator can be presented with two generators and two relators. A simple description of the totality of these groups is given and all such /»-groups are classified.
Introduction.
All groups in this note are finite. The group G is called metacyclic if it has a cyclic normal subgroup which yields a cyclic factor group. If M and N are natural numbers, and r and X integers, and r'v=l mod M, then we introduce G(M, N, r, X) = (a, b:aM = 1, b • a ■ ZT1 = a\ bN = ß*^^'-i>).
Obviously, G(M, N, r, X) is supported by the metacyclic extension where CN is the cyclic group of order N and 2,M the additive cyclic group of order M, and the distinguished generator c of C^ operates on Zw by multiplication by r. (We indicate this by the superscript.) Moreover, 77 maps b to c and a to 1 and k embeds Zjf as the cyclic subgroup of G generated by a. It is well known [6, III §7 ] that all metacyclic groups can be presented as in (1) . Our main result is that the Schur multiplicator H2G(M, N, r, X) is the cyclic group of order (X, h(M, N, r)) where
is the order of H2(CN; rZM). We have proved in [1, §4] If one searches for Schur groups, it is particularly interesting to know all Schur /»-groups. The metacyclic ones among these are classified in §5. Now the Schur multiplicator is related to presentations of G as follows. If F is a presentation of the group G with n generators and m relators, then (n-m) is called the deficiency of P. The deficiency of G, def(G), is the maximum of the deficiencies of all finite presentations of G. Then (4) def ( where H stands for HX(CN; rZM). This gives immediately £^0 = £^2 = 0 and E£0 = Ker d2 and Ex,x = H¡\md2. We also know that the composite H3G^»-E3,n'>-^7'N is just ZY37r. Since £ converges to //+G, we obtain the exactness of (5). This sequence is natural in e, since so is the Lyndon spectral sequence. 
Theorem.
A metacyclic group can be presented with two generators and two relators if and only if it is a Schur group.
Proof.
The "only if" part is given by the introduction. For the converse, let the Schur group G = G(M, N, r, 1) be presented as in (3) . Clearly, there are integers sx and kx with (M, r-l)=sx(r-l)+kxM. Now sx is prime to V=Mj(M, r-l). Let d be the greatest factor of M prime to sx and s=sx+dV. We need only the following properties of s: 
There is an integer t with (e) s\-t = 1 mod M. Because of (2), this agrees with our Theorem 3.
Finally some remarks on [5, Lemma 2] which corresponds to our Theorem 4. Steps (i), (ii), (iii), and (iv) serve to change r and X as to satisfy iMX¡iM,r-l))\M and ((r-l)l(M, r-l), M)=l. The first condition is automatic in our approach from h(M, N, r)\(M, r-1), the second superfluous. In case the parameters satisfy both conditions, Wamsley's presentation of the metacyclic Schur group G coincides with ours modulo arbitrary choices.
